
Taking Photos and Recording Videos 

Take a screenshot by hitting the Home button and on/off button at the same time; the picture stores in 
your Photos app. 

Play with your pictures to orient yourself to the multi-touch functionality: pinch, spread, twist, swipe, 
etc... 

Turn on a digital picture frame from the lock screen by hitting the flower icon 

 

About Camera  

With iPad, you have a great still camera and video camera wherever you go. iPad has a back camera 
that takes photos and high-definition video, and a front camera that lets you make FaceTime video 
calls and take photos and videos of yourself. 

 

Taking photos and recording videos with iPad is as easy as pointing and tapping. Make sure the Camera/Video 
switch is set to      

Take a photo: Aim iPad and tap     . 

When you take a photo or start a video recording, iPad makes a shutter sound. You can use the volume buttons 
to control the volume of the shutter sound. You don’t hear a sound if you set the Side Switch to silent. See 
“Buttons” on page 10. 
Note: In some regions, the sound effects for Camera are played even if the Side Switch is set to silent. 

 

 



Record a video: Slide the Camera/Video switch to         , then tap           to start recording.  
The record button blinks while you record.  
Tap           again to stop recording. 

 

Change the focus area and set the exposure: Tap where you want to focus or set the exposure. Camera adjusts 
the exposure for the selected area of the image.  

Zoom in or out: Tap the screen, then drag the slider at the bottom to zoom in or out (back camera, in camera 
mode only). 

Switch between the front camera and back camera: Tap           in the upper-right corner of the screen. 

Review a photo or video you’ve just taken: Tap the thumbnail of your last shot, in the lower-left corner of the 
screen.  

Use the left and right arrows at the bottom of the screen to review other photos and videos in the Camera Roll, 
or just flick left or right. Tap Done to return to camera or video mode. If you don’t see the controls, tap the 
screen to display them. 

Delete a photo or video: Tap    . If you don’t see      , tap the screen to display the controls. 

Take a screenshot: Quickly press and release both the Sleep/Wake button and the Home button. The screen 
flashes when the screenshot is taken, and the screenshot is added to the Camera Roll album. 
 

http://manuals.info.apple.com/en_US/ipad_2_user_guide.pdf 

Step 1: Find your app. The iPad 2 uses the same app to take pictures and record videos as the iPhone 4 Camera 
app.  The iPad 2 Camera app, when in video recording mode, is almost exactly the same. 

Step 2: Choose which camera to use. The iPad 2 comes equipped with front- and rear-facing cameras. 

Step 3: Hit record. Verify you’re in recording mode by checking the toggle at the bottom right corner of the 
screen. If the little button is under the camcorder picture, you’re in record mode. 

Step 4: Watch your own movie. Pressing the small square in the bottom left corner of the screen will take you to 
the gallery. 

 

 

To create a photo album 

Albums > Edit > New Album > New Album name > Done 
Albums > Edit > Select Album > Add photos----Tap Camera Roll > Tap photos to add > Done 

 

 

http://manuals.info.apple.com/en_US/ipad_2_user_guide.pdf

